Harold Bauer gives a piano recital in Murdock Feb. 10
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All students who are interested are invited to sit in on the discussion.

The evening's entertainment is the reading of plates was awarded to the mansion's comedy. The program will begin at 8:00 P.M., and is open to anyone.

The committee in charge of arrangements is: Friday evening, Eleanor Mastr, and Margaret Wing, Rosabel Reeder, Louise Norman, Anna Heil, Mary McNeice. M. I. T., Harvard, Dartmouth B team, Cornell, Tufts, Yale, Princeton, and Pennsylvania State University. The committee is engaging the services of expert fancy skaters from the Boston Skating Club.
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VOCATION DAYS

On February 16, 17, and 18, students of the University of New Hampshire will have the distinct privilege of hearing outstanding men and women and men and women of the outstanding field and professional world in a three day program of "Vocation Days" under the sponsorship of the university Bureau of Appointments.

Never before has such an extensive program been offered to undergraduates. Among the noted speakers are Lawrence A. Hince, of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, one of the famed "G-men," William P. Nye, director of the Boston Office of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company; Raymond L. Wilson, personnel director of the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company. Many others will address the students.

Each and every student should attend all and the lectures he can possibly attend. Why? Because in these lectures he may be able to answer the multitude of questions that we, as students, have. And guess what? These questions will take their diplomas and, leaving college and its guidance, face the world alone to make their place in life.

Many problems will face these three hundred men and women, problems of what their opportunities are really in the field they have chosen. The purpose of these "Vocation Days" is to help us solve these problems. It is an opportunity that should make it our duty to ourselves.

VOCATION LECTURES TO BE PRESENTED BY AGENCY BUREAU

Seniors and Juniors Will Be Required to Attend Parts of Program

An opportunity for undergraduates of all classes requiring attendance, seniors and juniors will be excused from classes during certain lectures, but are open to all members of the University of New Hampshire varsity and its guidance, face the world alone to make their place in life.
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NORTHEASTERN BOWS
TO SPEEDY WILDCAT
SEXTEXT ON HOME ICE

Merrill and Martin Star
As Wildcats Go On
Scoring Spree

Playing the best hockey of the year, the New Hampshire puck chasers easily outclassed an inferior team from Northeastern Thursday night by the score of 8-2.

Outcome No in Doubt

From the time Herb Merrill scored an unassisted goal after only on minute had been played it was plain that no equalization could come. It was only a question of how large a score would be made. Merrill scored another goal in the first period on a rebound and Russ Martin, playing the type of hockey he did as a freshman, scored two more unassisted in the same period. The Wildcats were more or less at all points in the second period.

Northeastern came to life and scored on a pass from Blakely to Ganong. Russ Martin then made up for it by skating around the defense, bringing out the goat and flipping the puck in the net. With Manchester and Byrne serving major penalties for roughing, and with Bill Facey in the coop for holding, New Hampshire was at a disadvantage and carried the game to Northeastern and Black and Martin scored on a pass out from Russ Merrill.

Merrill Scores Two

The third period started out with Herb Merrill scoring two goals in the first five minutes. Northeastern scored two more goals, one by Blakely and one by Byrne. For New Hampshire, Herb Merrill, Russ Martin and Ken Norris were the stars, while Byrne, Ganong, and Black bore the load for Northeastern.

The line-up:
Norris-L.-C., Norris-L., W. Martin, (Oni); R.D., R. Martin (Fourier); R.V., Manchester (Patton, Cancer); C. Facey (Rogers, Wood); L.W., Merrill (McMahon, Decker).--Ken, Blakely; L.D., Byrne (Frazer); R.D., Sender (Trowt); R.W., Bialeck (Moeller); C. Ganong (Deck); L.W., Fielding (Geary) Score: 1st period—N.H., Merrill (1:00); N.H., Merrill (1:55); N.H., R. Martin (1:57). Second period—Northeastern, Ganong (Black); L.D., W. Martin (R. Martin, 2:56).--Penalties: Manchester, Byrne (foul); Fournier (charging); W. Martin (tripping); Sender (tripping). Third period—N.H., Merrill, (R. Martin, 2:47); N.H., Merrill (3:09).

TIRED HOCKEY TEAM
LOSES TO EAGLES

Norris, Collins, Martin are on the Injured List

Tired and sore-strained from three last games of hockey within the previous four days, the New Hampshire varsity puck chasers broke under the stress of Saturday night's contest with the league-leading maroon and gold-clad hockey squad from Boston College and in the first period were piled under by the irresistible score of 5-0 which finally read 7-1.

Third String Goalie

The Wildcats took the ice, suffering the loss of their first and second string goalies by injuries—Ken Norris with a broken hand and Bob Collins with a mouth bruise.

Commenting on the defeat, Coach Lindenbaum said, "Boston college had a fast club, but I do believe we could have given them a hard battle if our boys had been in shape."

Northeastern, Black (10:30); Northeastern, Byrne (15:04).--Penalties: Byrne (tripping); Facey (charging); Fournier (high stick); Sender (tripping) Rogers (high stick).--Officials: Hughes and Russell. Time: Three 20 minute periods.

An independent survey was made recently among professional men and women—lawyers, doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said they smoke cigarettes, 87% stated they personally prefer a light smoke.

Mr. Marshall verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio, stage, screen, and opera. Their voices are their fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's Toasted." Luckies are gentle on the throat!
VARITY HOOPTERS
LOSE TO TUFUS, 54-32
Jumbos Get Good Start and Keep Lead for Whole Game

The varsity basketball team went down to its fourth straight defeat last Saturday night, by a score of 54-32.

New Hampshire scored 18 points before the Wildcat quintet at the new Cousens gym last Saturday night, by a score of 11-10, 32.

The University Dining Hall
Your tray—a $6.00 value for $5.00

LAMPES ELECTED RIFLE TEAM CAPTAIN
At a meeting held last week, Pete Lampe was elected captain of the rifle team for the remainder of the season. Lampe, a senior, is taking a pre-medical course and plans to finish his course at Georgetown university. Pete’s home is in Dover.

Last year he earned his letter on the team and was one of the outstanding shots on the squad. In the match with M.I.T., he was high scorer of the meet and in the meet with West Point he was second high scorer with a remarkable feat in keeping the training and educational efficiency possesed by the students at the academy.

The Fastest Relay Team in New Hampshire

The mile relay team seems to be the fastest in New Hampshire this year. Their old “blind-barrel” pens with this new Parker Vacumatie. This is because it is people who are capable of rating high who go for this Pen in a big way, and because it is this kind of Pen—and

CAPT. JACK DOWNS

Perry Whitehull, running the first leg of the race, got the jump on his man at the start and never looked back. He was in second place and one lap behind at the first exchange but struck back and was banished from the game for committing his first foul minutes of play. The incident occurred when he ran into the B.U. territory, the ball turning on the line. When Ken had his hand on the nets for the second time, he broke through the defensemen, and shot the puck over the goalie. The one bright spot in the second half was the play of the Martin boys of B.U. The exhaustion of their four-cornered meet at the Millrose track made their job, repulsing the hard shots of Lynch, Hozr and Desrosiers time after time.

The varsity hockey team did a pretty fair job with their “sudden death” last week. Playing four league games with only two practice games in five days, they almost knocked too much of the boys, but they remained hopeful. This B.U. game was just a little too much for the team.

The basket ball team can’t have too little luck. None of Hawk Swaid’s, Carf. Capt. Dow Mess, who scored the second goal, was a homebaker and this one should be too.

VARSITY HOCKEY TEAM
HAILS GREAT PERFORMANCE

The second half was a continuance of the first. New Hampshire was unable to make an appreciable difference in the score and led by their captain, Lew Kyrie, and Collier and Galuzka, Tufts rolled up the almost insurmountable total of 54-11. New Hampshire scored 18 points in the second half and the game ended with the score of 54-32 in favor of the home team.

The varsity hockey team did a pretty fair job with their “sudden death” last week. Playing four league games with only two practice games in five days, they almost knocked too much of the boys, but they remained hopeful. This B.U. game was just a little too much for the team.

The basket ball team can’t have too little luck. None of Hawk Swaid’s, Carf. Capt. Dow Mess, who scored the second goal, was a homebaker and this one should be too.

Tufts got away to a fine start and had rung up 12 points before the Wildcats could get warmed up in the outside court. New Hampshire managed to score a few scattered points by Hans, Bill, and Rogean. Tufts continued to score steadily and fifteen minutes of play Artie Hanson was ejected from the game for committing fouls. This handicapped the Wildcats, and Rogean. Tufts continued their court. New Hampshire managed to score only 12 points before the Wildcats. The blue and white was handicapped fifteen minutes of play by a foul on Hans and a two minute penalty by Bill. This three minutes later Hans Martin grabbed the puck on his own blue line, split the defense, and drew the goalie, and slanted the puck to the nets at the new Wild.
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